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INTRODUCTION

We are going to run you through all the operations of the 
MetaCity Organization and how we are working to become the 
top Organization in Heavenland. 

The team is an experienced group who have put together this 
project to benefit all of the holders in a variety of ways. We are a 
long-term project and will be increasing the rewards and benefits 
for our members as we grow.



OUR TEAM



The Solana-based metaverse is the only place where the Organization 
believes the citizens will prosper and the team can grow their native 
token $HTO. The roadmap for Heavenland that has been laid out, has a 
well-developed ecosystem that includes staking, play-to-earn, and the 
ability to offer services to the citizens in exchange for the native token 
$HTO

WHY HEAVENLAND?



The Organization will open its doors in the metaverse and engage the 
following services in a manner that is multi-faceted: 

• Staking of NFTs (MetaCity Pass NFT) - the staking of the NFTs will be done on 
the blockchain and will return the native token that can be used in the 
metaverse.

• Play-to-Earn - the Organization will be offering the opportunity for members 
to earn while playing games designed for the holders.

• Construction and Interior Design of Properties - with a team of top 
developers and the ability to import custom assets into the metaverse, 
companies will have the opportunity to build/design properties the way they 
desire in accordance with Heavenland guidelines.

• Renting/Leasing of Properties - the Organization has already acquired a 
substantial amount of land and will be offering the opportunity to lease/rent 
out spaces/floors in these properties at a discounted rate to holders.

What do we do?



THE METAPASS NFT



THE METACITY PASS ART

The membership card art is reflective of 
its purpose - to make holders feel part of 
the organization. Furthermore it is 
suitable as it reflects the utility that the 
card holds.

The three tiers of the pass are:

CARBON

This tier gives you the basic benefits of the organization 

GOLDEN

This tier gives you the premium benefits of the organization 

ETHEREAL

This tier gives you the ultimate benefits of the organization 



The NFT acts as an all-access pass to the MetaCity in-game 
assets and services. 

FIRSTLY

All passes will be able to access all MetaCity properties in 
Heavenland. The properties won't only be for businesses, there will 
be recreational and communal areas in each building to meet and 
socialize with your fellow holders and guests. 

From sky bars to space social areas, the variety ensures that you are 
never bored and always have something to do.

What can I do with a Pass?



The NFT acts as an all-access pass to the MetaCity in-game 
assets and services. 

Secondly

Comes the passive rewards that will be distributed to the holders in the 

form of $HTO tokens. The passive rewards will be determined by the 

performance of the MetaCity in Heavenland, as the Organization grows, so 

do the rewards. 

What can I do with a Pass?



The NFT acts as an all-access pass to the MetaCity in-game 
assets and services. 

Thirdly

Staking with MetaCity: this includes not only the use of the pass in 

Heavenland marketplace to farm $HTO but also the ability to take those 

tokens and stake them into the MetaCity properties gaining a higher return 

on investment.

What can I do with a Pass?



We are currently in talks with several of our partners on 
integrating their projects into the MetaCity properties. We will 
be announcing the details of this soon, and the MetaCity team 
will be looking to further develop the properties for the benefit 
of the NFT holders. 

The team works closely with our partners to ensure they get 
exactly what they want. The Organization will handle the 
location and advertisement of the services, as our partnership 
with Heavenland gives us benefits that are not available to non-
partnered projects. 

Services Revenue Share (PR)



The NFT holders will receive access to all the buildings and the 
projects inside. However, the full extent of the benefits will be 
announced when the deals are finalized. 

The Organization is looking to develop further, connecting the 
real world with the Web3 world. In the future, we will offer 
shops to IRL companies to showcase and sell products and 
services in Heavenland. 

There will be product/service taxes imposed by Heavenland, 
but due to the Organization's acquisitions, they will be at a 
reduced rate.

Services Revenue Share (PR)



This is a very important aspect of our project, as we strive to 
bring more and more companies into Heavenland. The services 
and property revenue will be distributed in the following 
manner: 10% of every sale or lease/rental will be distributed to 
the NFT holders. 

The remaining 90% will be distributed to fund the Organization, 
however, this will also be on an ascending sliding scale. The NFT 
holders' distribution will increase to a point where it will be 
equal to the revenue distributed to the Organization.

Services Revenue Share (PR)

Please Note: All revenue distribution percentages are provisional at the time of writing this version of the document. 
We are going to push to make sure that the percentages become the reality, but we ask that you are open to 
changes in these numbers. We assure you that any changes will be discussed with Citizens (NFT holders) in the 
holders' meeting first before anything is implemented.



Heavenland has a staking platform built into the land parcels 
where the owners or designated people can utilize this 
function.

MetaCity NFT Holders will be able to stake the native token to 
get a high return on investment; at the time of writing this, that 
is currently 150% on a 6-month lock. The Organization will be 
investing in $HTO using money from the treasury to buy while 
the value of the token is what we believe is low, at $0.11. 

The council will then utilize the accumulated tokens and discuss 
options for either future investment or rewards to the holders. 
The Organization will present these options to the citizens for a 
vote, determining our direction as a group. 

Staking (PR)



Staking Revenue Distribution: 

Provisional percentage of revenue shared from the staking income 
between the organization and NFT holders: 25% to the holders - 75% 
to the MetaCity Organization. 

As the number of properties acquired increases, the percentage 
distributed to the holders will increase on an ascending sliding scale. 

For example, after the first quarter of business by the organization, 
the NFT Holders’ percentage distributed to the holders will increase to 
35%.

Staking (PR)



Due to the full details of the system being kept secret until the release 
of the FBX Builder, the following details will be seen as a rough outline 
of our plans to utilize the Play-to-Earn in Heavenland. 

This will be subject to change when the FBX Builder is released and 
more information is made available regarding the entry fees and 
betting system. 

The entry fees for the exclusive game will be collected by the 
MetaCity organization. The MetaCity Organization will then use the 
revenue from the entry fees to invest in more $HTO for the 
development of other games and also staking.

Play-to-Earn (PR)



The revenue from the play-to-earn utility of the games will be split 
between the NFT holder and the Organization in the following 
manner: 

50% of the revenue made from the play-to-earn will go to the NFT 
holder and 50% will go to the MetaCity Organization.

Play-to-Earn (PR)



The mint for the MetaCity Organization is LIVE and being hosted on 
the Fellowship DOA Launchpad at the mint price of 0.99 SOL 

The mint is open to everyone and there is no limit to how many you 
can mint. However, we do recommend that if you are going to mint a 
larger number of NFTs to do it in batches of 10 in order to receive the 
“one-time bulk minting” benefits as well as making sure that the 
transactions are processed quickly and efficiently. 

https://mint.creatormachine.com/metacity

How & Where to Mint



HIGH-RISE Properties:

A list of the High-Rise acquisitions that the Organization has made 
since its founding to develop the MetaCity Organization in 
Heavenland:

Heavenland acqusitions

Highrise 1A
[225, 275]

Highrise 1b
[-500, 425]

Highrise 1B
[575, -975

Highrise 1B
[338, -1292]

https://www.magiceden.io/item-details/HzWi3Rr5P19H45Y7CaAmtjr8jfUHStyPYAkUZ9MzzWFz?name=Highrise-1A-[225,-275]
https://www.magiceden.io/item-details/HzWi3Rr5P19H45Y7CaAmtjr8jfUHStyPYAkUZ9MzzWFz?name=Highrise-1A-[225,-275]
https://www.magiceden.io/item-details/22zKJLjC7NPXevKz9AhDvYyvidf8vxCbWdmSKXE8gfGY?name=Highrise-1B-[-500,-425]
https://www.magiceden.io/item-details/22zKJLjC7NPXevKz9AhDvYyvidf8vxCbWdmSKXE8gfGY?name=Highrise-1B-[-500,-425]


DOWNTOWN Properties:

A list of the Downtown acquisitions that the Organization has made 
since its founding to develop the MetaCity Organization in 
Heavenland:

Heavenland acqusitions

Downtown 1B
[-887, -466]

Downtown 4A 
[259, 267]

Downtown
[4B [775, -78]

Downtown 
[4B [588, -2]

Downtown
[4B [21, -523]



Block City Properties:

A list of the Block City acquisitions that the Organization has made 
since its founding to develop the MetaCity Organization in 
Heavenland:

Heavenland acqusitions

Block City
[6A [-100, -113]



1. HTO token distribution - The team received an 
airdrop of $HTO from Heavenland that was 
immediately staked into the properties to farm 
more $HTO at a high APR

2. Early access to Heavenland - To make sure the 
team is some of the first to enter the metaverse 
and get to assess the parcels that have been 
acquired.

Heavenland loyalty nfts

Please Note: The following benefits are will have a discount value of 30% due to the amount of Loyalty NFTs that are held. As the 
Organization grows and acquires more Loyalty NFTs this value will rise to a maximum of 50%

4. WL for Avatars mint - The acquisition and use of the Alphas will be
discussed on page 24.

The Organization bought over 10 Heavenland Loyalty NFTs that gave an array of 
benefits in Heavenland, they will be listed below:



4. Discount for the Heavenland marketplace - Holders of the Loyalty 
NFTs will have discounts for in-game Heavenland’s marketplace. 
In the near future, Heavenland marketplace aims to become a 
global NFT marketplace to list valuable NFT collections within the 
whole Solana ecosystem.

5. Discount for parcels merging - The discount will apply to the 
variable part of the fee. As the Organization acquires more 
parcels that are adjoining, they will be merged to make larger 
properties.

6. Discount for Avatars breeding - The Alphas that have been 
acquired will be able to breed and that fee will have the discount 
applied.

Heavenland loyalty nfts

Future Benefits - TO BE CONFIRMED BY HEAVENLAND:-

• Discount in ad-space
• Discount for in-game services
• Multiplier for in-game rewards



Future Benefits - TO BE CONFIRMED BY HEAVENLAND:-

• Discount in ad-space

• Discount for in-game services

• Multiplier for in-game rewards

Heavenland loyalty nfts



Unlike a classic PFP collection that has no true utility besides putting the 
NFT on your own social media profile, Heavenland Alphas will enable its 
owners to:

• Use the Alpha in the Heavenland Metaverse
• Get special visibility in the Metaverse
• Get verified PFP NFT on a social media profile
• Own a valuable asset in Heavenland with limited supply
• Breedable

Heavenland nft alphas

This information is directly quoted from the Heavenland website in 
regard to the Alphas NFT collection. The organization have acquired over 
10 Alphas with 3 matching pairs for breeding, the second generation will 
be given away in raffles to holders.

https://heavenland.io/
https://heavenland.io/


The Suites

The acquisition of the Club Suite will be 
one of our core NFT collections. 

The project presents gambling and 
betting ways of generating revenue for its 
holders. 

The citizens would be able to gamble on 
casino-style games, bet on sports games, 
and on horse races.

Other NFT Acquisitions

Club suite #1385



This pass gives the organization access to 
one of the best NFT evaluation and 
acquisition platforms in the space. 
Currently, it is on the ETH blockchain but 
the team at NFT HUD are going to be 
cross chain which will include Solana.

This tool has already been tested 
thoroughly by the core team and they 
have used it to snipe NFTs that have been 
used to turn a profit as well as find 
specific traits on NFTs

Nft hud

NFT HUD Lifetime Access Pass



Acquisition of 5 Large Apartments

The solamids apartments acquired by the organization will be 
rented or leased out to the public and 100% of the revenue 
generated from the apartments payments will be distributed back 
to holders in a form of revenue pay-out.

solamids



We are going to be updating our guidebook with our future plans for the 
MetaCity Organization as they happen, so if you would like to be kept up to 
date on our latest developments keep an eye out on #announcements in our 
Discord server. There we will be announcing the update to this guidebook.

The MetaCity Organization will be 
going CROSS-CHAIN

From the foundation we are building in Heavenland on Solana we will be 
expanding to other blockchains. The management team will be working on 
developing a cross-chain management platform which will allow our 
members to manage their portfolios on multiple blockchains.

We strive to be the most reputable organization in the metaverse space and 
to do that we cannot only focus on one blockchain. Once the organization is 
fully established we will be expanding to other blockchains and we will be 
assessing the other metaverses.

What are the future plans 
of the MetaCity Organization



We are striving to become the best layer 1 Organization in Heavenland and to 

do this we need to be able to maintain a balance between rewarding out 

holders and maintaining/expanding the Organization. 

As Heavenland develops further uses for $HTO, the MetaCity Organization 

will be at the forefront of utilizing them to provide better rewards to the NFT 

holders. The team is looking to ramp up the rewards to the holders as soon 

as possible; however, we will not promise to give HUGE passive rewards to 

the NFT holders from the start. We are creating an Organization that will 

increase the rewards in proportion to the Organization's growth.

With the lesson learnt from the DAO situation in late 2021, starting the 

rewards too high will only lead to a downward spiral in the Organization's 

finances. The team is looking to ensure that the rewards are sustainable for 

the long term; that will mean a ramp-up in the number of rewards that will 

give us the momentum we need to grow and develop.

Statement to the MetaCity 
Pass NFT Holders from the 
MetaCity Organization



Nothing but improving the value of the Pass, the organization will be 

anchored in the Solana blockchain until a decision is made by the MetaCity 

team and holders to move to a different blockchain. 

This would only be done if there is a compelling reason to do so and voted on 

by the MetaCity community.

What does this mean for the 
Pass if MetaCity goes cross-
chain



END

https://themetacity.org


